
PARIS: In the COVID-19 intensive care unit of the
Antony Private Hospital south of Paris, no bed stays free
for long and medics wonder when their workload will
finally peak. As one recovered elderly patient is being
wheeled out of the ward, smiling weakly, boss Jean-
Pierre Deyme is on the phone arranging the next arrival
and calling out instructions to staff.

Louisa Pinto, a nurse of nearly 20 years’ experience,
gestures to the vacated room where a cleaner is already
at work, scrubbing down the mattress for the next
arrival. “The bed won’t even have time to cool down,”
she says as the patient monitoring system beeps con-
stantly in the background.  

For now, everything is stable in the 20-odd beds
around her where COVID -19 victims lie inanimate, in a
silent battle with the virus. Paris is going through a third
wave of the pandemic which risks putting even more
strain on saturated hospitals than the first wave in
March and April last year. 

“With what’s coming in April, it’s going to be very
complicated,” says Pinto, a mother of three who hasn’t
had a holiday since last summer and like other staff will
be cancelling a planned break this month. Even with a
new round of restrictions coming into force this week,
Health Minister Olivier Veran predicts that infections in
France will peak only in mid-April, while hospital admis-
sions will continue climbing until the end of the month.
Alarming forecasts leaked to the French media from the
Paris public hospital authority AP-HP last week showed
anywhere from 2,800-4,400 people in intensive care in
the Paris region by the end of April even with a strict
lockdown. In the first wave, the number peaked at
2,700.

Staff shortages  
The director of the Antony hospital, Denis

Chandesris, says intensive care capacity has already
been increased by drastically reducing all surgery
except for critical cancer, cardiological and emergency
cases. Hospitals everywhere in the region have taken
similar measures, re-deploying beds and creating new
wards, but they are reaching their limits.

“The difficulty is not so much beds or material, it’s a
question of finding medical and paramedical staff to be
able to take in patients,” Chandesris explained. Last
Sunday, a group of emergency care directors in Paris
warned in an open letter that the situation was so bad
that medics would soon have to start “triage”-selecting
patients for care based on their chances of survival.

This prospect horrifies staff-and President
Emmanuel Macron has always promised to shield hos-
pitals and avoid the sort of scenes witnessed in Italy last
March when patients piled up in corridors.  

In a televised speech to the nation on Wednesday
night, he promised to increase intensive care capacity
nation-wide from 7,665 beds currently to 10,000 — a
jump of 30 percent. “I want to thank medical students,
retired people, the army health service and medical
reserve volunteers. All of them will be mobilized in a
larger way,” he announced.  Opposition politicians and
some experts reacted with skepticism while an Ifop poll

for the Journal du Dimanche weekly found only 35 per-
cent of French people had confidence in their govern-
ment “to deal effectively with the coronavirus”.

Pinto, the nurse, underlined how working in intensive
care is “very technical”, requiring specialised training
and knowledge.

Macron is banking on a limited lockdown over the
next month turning the rising tide of cases which have
roughly doubled to 40,000 a day compared with their
level a month ago. The sharp acceleration is down to
the spread of the more contagious so-called British
variant which has become dominant in France.  New
measures include nation-wide travel restrictions, which
limit people to 10 kilometers (six miles) from their
homes, and the closure of schools and non-essential
shops. Only a significant increase in the vaccination
campaign-which started sluggishly but is now picking
up pace-fills any of the medics at Antony Private
Hospital with any hope.—AFP
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Paris medics fear worst of 
COVID wave still to come

Alarming forecasts show nearly 4,000 to be in ICU by April end 
News in brief

UN halts Mozambique evacuation 

PEMBA, Mozambique: The UN agency World
Food Programme said Saturday it has suspended
evacuation flights from northern Mozambique’s
Afungi peninsula over security concerns, a day
after French energy giant Total shut its operations
in the area. Mozambique’s north has been ravaged
by an escalating Islamist insurgency since 2017 and
last week deadly attacks in the town of Palma, 10
kilometers (six miles) from Afungi, killed dozens
and displaced tens of thousands. The World Food
Programme has been helping airlift the most vul-
nerable people affected by the violence to the
provincial capital, but since Friday has temporarily
halted the flights. — AFP

Two migrant boats at sea now safe 

ROME: Two migrant boats on their third day at
sea in the Mediterranean have been rescued, a
migrant charity said on Saturday, although anoth-
er 110 people on another boat were still unac-
counted for. Alarm Phone, a volunteer-run
Mediterranean rescue hotline said late Saturday
that two out of three boats it had previously sig-
nalled as being in a “critical” situation had been
finally rescued. The boats were carrying approxi-
mately 160 people. “We are glad to confirm that 2
of the 3 boats in distress were rescued to
#Lampedusa after THREE DAYS of non-assis-
tance,” tweeted Alarm Phone, referring to the
island off Italy’s mainland.  — AFP

Guinea-Bissau launches AZ drive

BISSAU, GUINEA-BISSAU: Officials in
Guinea-Bissau launched Saturday a national cam-
paign to vaccinate people against COVID-19
with AstraZeneca jabs that have been viewed
warily elsewhere. Growing concerns have
prompted a number of countries to pause rollout
of the vaccine or limit it to older people due to
the relatively young age of those who suffered
blood clots after being vaccinated. However phar-
maceutical regulators have not identified a causal
link to date between blood clotting cases and the
AstraZeneca vaccine, which both the EU’s drug
watchdog and the World Health Organization
have deemed safe.  —AFP

Body of Salvadoran repatriated

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador: The body of a
Salvadoran woman who died at the hands of
Mexican police was repatriated to El Salvador on
Saturday, the foreign ministry said. “Coming from
Mexico this morning, the body of Victoria Salazar, a
Salvadoran woman who was murdered by munici-
pal police in Tulum, has arrived in the country,” a
ministry account tweeted. The 36-year-old victim’s
mother, Rosibel Arriaza, and her two  daughters,
aged 15 and 16, accompanied the body. After their
arrival Salazar’s remains were transferred under
police escort to a funeral home. She will be laid to
rest in the city of Sonsonate, 66 kilometers (40
miles) southwest of San Salvador.   —AFP

PARIS: A doctor (center) and nurses tend to a COVID-19 patient under respiratory assistance lying unconscious in a
room of the intensive care unit of the Hopital Prive hospital in Antony, a southern Paris suburb.-AFP

KIEV: Clients of Ukraine’s commercial bank Arkada who have invested money in the construction of residential
buildings rally outside the Cabinet of the Ministers in Kiev. — AFP

BIJAPUR, India: Medical workers bring an injured sol-
dier on a stretcher for treatment in a hospital in
Bijapur following a gun battle with Maoist rebels,
which left twenty-two member of Indian security
forces killed and 30 others wounded. — AFP

Members from the party Inuit Ataqatigiit serves coffee
and soup as they canvass on the pedestrian street in
Nuuk. — AFP

Rebels in India 
kill 22 troops
in gun battle
PATNA: Twenty-two Indian security forces were
killed and 30 others injured in a gun battle with Maoist
rebels in a central Indian state, police said yesterday,
in the deadliest ambush of its kind in four years.

The forces were ambushed on Saturday while
returning from a search operation near a forest in
Bijapur district in Chhattisgarh, a Maoist rebel strong-
hold, the state police’s Additional Director General
Ashok Juneja told AFP. “So far it is confirmed that 22
security personnel were killed,” Juneja said.

“The search operation is still underway and the
exact figure will be known... late Sunday evening.” The
injured personnel were admitted to two government-
run hospitals in Bijapur and Chhattisgarh’s capital city
Raipur. More than a dozen others remained missing, he
said, adding that an unknown number of Maoists were
also killed in the encounter.

Juneja said the rebels looted weapons, ammunition,
uniforms and shoes from the security forces who were
killed. The death toll could rise further, a senior police
officer in Bijapur district said. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi tweeted that the “sacrifices of the
brave martyrs will never be forgotten”, while Home
Minister Amit Shah wrote on Twitter that India would
“continue our fight against these enemies of peace &
progress”. Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel wrote on Facebook Sunday that Shah had
assured him of “all the necessary help” from the
national government against the militants. — AFP

Ukrainian soldier 
killed amid fresh
tensions in east
KIEV: Russian-backed separatists accused Ukrainian
forces of killing a child in a drone attack on Saturday, as
Kiev reported the death of one of its soldiers in a mine
explosion. Kiev has been battling pro-Russian sepa-
ratists in the eastern Donetsk and Lugansk regions
since 2014, following Moscow’s annexation of the
Crimean peninsula.

Reports this week swirled of Russian troop move-
ments and an escalation of armed clashes, while
Moscow and Kiev’s Western allies exchanged warnings.
Self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic (DPR)
claimed that a five-year-old child was killed and a
woman injured on Saturday in a Ukrainian drone attack.

A report by the DPR’s news agency has not provided
any images of the aftermath of the attack allegedly car-
ried out in the village of Oleksandrivske some 15 kilo-
meters (nine miles) from the front line.  The claim cannot
be independently verified as both international monitors
and the Ukrainian defense ministry have not responded
to AFP’s requests for a comment.

Meanwhile, a Ukrainian soldier was killed when an
explosive device went off near the village of Shumy
north of the separatist’s de facto capital Donetsk, the

army said. “A soldier from the Joint Forces received an
injury incompatible with life,” the Ukrainian military said
in a statement posted on Facebook.

Germany, France urge ‘restraint’
Ukraine this week accused Russia of massing thou-

sands of military personnel on its northern and eastern
borders as well as on the Crimean peninsula. Moscow
has repeatedly denied sending troops and arms to
back up the separatists and Russian President Vladimir
Putin’s spokesman Dmitry Peskov stressed on
Thursday that Moscow is at liberty to move troops
across its territory.

Germany and France, which have played a mediating
role in Russia-Ukraine tensions, released a joint state-
ment on Saturday calling for “restraint” and “immediate
de-escalation” from all sides.

Reaffirming their “support for the sovereignty and
territorial integrity of Ukraine”, Berlin and Paris said
they were “concerned about the growing number of
violations of the ceasefire” brokered last July.

On Friday US President Joe Biden affirmed his
“unwavering support” for Ukraine in a call to Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelensky after Russia earlier that
day warned the West against sending troops to Ukraine
to buttress its ally. Moscow and Kiev this week blamed
each other for a rise in violence along the frontline that
has undermined the ceasefire. Zelensky said on
Thursday that 20 Ukrainian servicemen had been killed
since the start of the year. The fighting has claimed
more than 13,000 lives since 2014, according to the
United Nations. —AFP

Kenya hits back at 
UK travel ban with 
strict measures
NAIROBI: Kenya on Saturday announced mandatory
quarantine for passengers from Britain, in response to
being placed on the country’s so-called red list, which
Nairobi rejected as “ discriminatory”. The UK govern-
ment on Friday banned visitors from Kenya due to
concerns over the circulation of a variant of the coron-
avirus which originated in South Africa.

In a lengthy statement, Nairobi said the decision
would have “deep and far-reaching consequences” on
trade, travel and security co-operation between the
two close allies. “The decision seems to be motivated
by a discriminatory policy against certain countries
and peoples,” Kenya’s foreign ministry said in the
statement. In return, Kenya announced that all passen-
gers arriving, or transiting through the UK, will face
14-days mandatory quarantine at a government facility,
at their own expense. 

They will also have to pay to take two COVID-19
tests. Kenyan nationals are exempt from the new rules.
Kenya highlighted that London could have offered to
share vaccines which it “has in bigger quantities than it
currently has use for”, condemning vaccine nationalism
and hoarding by nations around the globe.

“This vaccine apartheid, coupled with reckless calls
for vaccine passports while not making the vaccines
available to all nations, widens existing inequalities and
makes it near impossible for the world to win the war
against the pandemic,” said the statement. The UK,
which has red-listed 39 countries, said new data
showed increased risks of importing coronavirus “vari-
ants of concern”. Kenya currently has both variants
from South Africa and the UK-which are more conta-
gious-circulating. Among potential other sources, the
UK variant was brought to the country by British sol-
diers who have a base in Kenya, local media cited the
health ministry as saying last month.—AFP

Greenland’s Inuit 
youth in search 
of new identity
NUUK, Denmark: Her traditional hand and face
markings a sign of Inuit pride, Seqininnguaq Lynge
Poulsen is part of a new generation in Greenland seek-
ing a fresh cultural identity with an eye to independ-
ence one day. In Greenland, a Danish autonomous ter-
ritory in the Arctic holding legislative elections on
Tuesday, almost 40 percent of the 56,000 inhabitants
are under the age of 25.

Young people here have long struggled with high
rates of sexual abuse, violence, suicide and alcohol
addiction. Inuits-who comprise 90 percent of
Greenland’s population-have grappled with identity

issues as the modern world has affected their tradi-
tional way of life during and after Denmark’s coloniza-
tion, which ended in 1953.

Poulsen, 19, is an indigenous activist who has repre-
sented Greenland in various international forums,
including UN summits on indigenous youth, and is part
of what researchers have termed an Inuit “revival”. The
dotted lines sweeping across her cheeks and chin are
tattoos which before colonization signified an Inuit’s
coming of age. The lines and geometric symbols on her
hands and forearms are also traditional Inuit markings.
She had hers done about a year ago to honor her cul-
ture and ancestors. “I wanted to show the rest of the
world how proud I am of being Inuit,” Poulsen, whose
first name Seqininnguaq means ‘lovely sun’, tells AFP in
Nuuk, Greenland’s capital of 18,000 people. “I think
we need more empowerment to get mentally ready for
independence. The mindset needs to change,” says the
teen, who has been open about her own struggles with
substance abuse, suicide attempts and an abusive rela-
tionship.—AFP


